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The study of nuclear beta decay provides information both about the nature of the 
weak interaction and about the structure of nuclear wave functions. 
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Stars are formed through the presence of free protons in space which clump together 
under the influence of the gravitational field. 

In the center of the stars thus formed the protons are concentrated in a high 
temperature and high density environment. In this environment the protons interact 
with each other to produce heavier isotopes in a process that goes on until the 
protons are depleted. 



The pp chain 

Q=1.44MeV 

At the end of the reactions only alpha particles left. 







Double beta decay 
Nuclear double-beta decay takes place in situations where a nucleus is energetically 
stable to single-beta decay but unstable to the simultaneous emission of two electrons 
(or two positrons). 





Reminder: Gamma transition 







It should be stressed that the isospin bears no relation to ordinary space. 



In analogy with angular momentum one can define raising and lowering operators 
as 

Direct application of the explicit matrix representations to the isospinors yields the 
relations 



The weak interaction 

We assume a system of non-relativistic 
spinless nucleons (zeroth-order approximation) 
and a point interaction represented by the 
Hamiltonian 

The parent and daughter wave functions 

The reduced matrix elements 





Considering plane waves to describe the outgoing electron and antineutrino 



An expansion technique similar to EM transitions 

The first term means that a neutron is transformed into a proton and the integral 
just 
measures the overlap between both nuclear, single-particle wave functions. This term is 
only present if the parities of both the parent and daughter single-particle wave functions 
are identical. For the second term, because of the r factor, the wave functions must 
have opposite parity, etc . 



Angular momentum selection can also be deduced  using the expansion of a plane 
wave into spherical harmonics 

For the spherical Bessel function, we 
have 



The types of beta decay can be classified by the angular momenta carried away by 
the electron and neutrino. The most important are those for dℓ=0 which are referred to 
as “allowed” beta decay.  

This reduces the particular L-matrix element into a product of a pure radial and an 
angular 
part 



 
There are two type of allowed beta decay − Fermi (F) and Gamow- Teller (GT). The 
operator associated with Fermi decay is proportional to the isospin raising and 
lowering operator. The operator associated with Gamow-Teller decay also contains 
the nucleon spin operator. Gamow-Teller beta decay goes in general to many final 
states since the total spin S is not a good quantum number. 

Introducing intrinsic spin 
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Historically one combines the partial half-life for a particular decay with the calculated 
phase-space factor f to obtain an “ft” value given by 









The operators for Fermi and Gamow-Teller beta decays in terms of sums over 
nucleons are: 

The matrix elements are reduced in orbital space and the (2i+1) factor comes from 
the average over initial M states. 







As such Fermi decay can only connect isobaric analogue states and it provides an 
exacting test of isospin conservation in the nucleus. 



Gamow-Teller decay 



The sum rule for Fermi decay is obtained from the sum 
The sum rule 





In particular for the β− decay of the neutron 







14C-dating beta decay 
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14C→14N + β− + ν e



The half-life of 14C is 5,730±40 years. 14C decays into nitrogen-14 through beta 
decay.  
The presence of 14C in organic materials is the basis of the radiocarbon dating method  
to date archaeological, geological, and hydrogeological samples. There are three 
naturally occurring isotopes of carbon on Earth: 99% of the carbon is carbon-12, 1% is 
carbon-13, and carbon-14 occurs in trace amounts, i.e. making up as much as 1 part per 
trillion of the carbon in the atmosphere.  
The different isotopes of carbon do not differ appreciably in their chemical properties. 
This is used in chemical and biological research, in a technique called carbon labeling: 
14C atoms can used to trace chemical and biochemical reactions involving carbon atoms 
from any given organic compound. 

11C → 11B + e+ +               1.98 MeV          20.4 
min 

Decay mode                  Decay energy       Half-
life 

13N → 13C + e+ +               2.20 MeV          10.0 
min 14O → 14N + e+ +              5.14 MeV          1.18 
min 
15O → 15N + e+ +              2.75 MeV          2.04 
min 
14C → 14N + e– +              0.156 MeV        2×109 
min 
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The involved single-particle orbits 
p1/2 and p3/2 

14C: Two proton hole 
14N: One neutron hole+ one proton hole 
 
Total isospin 
T=0 (14N) and 1 (14C) 
Total angular momentum 
J=0(14C),1 (14N),2 
Total orbital angular momentum 
L=0,1,2 
Total spin S 
S=0, 1 



LS coupling 
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x and y have the same sign (pairing collectivity) and similar strength 
a and b should also have the same sign 
14N ground state is dominated by the D component 
a is induced by the tensor force 





jj coupling 

The transformation 



b~-0.5a 













The transformation between wave functions in LS and jj coupling schemes is known 
in analytic forms in terms of 6j and 9j symbols. 



THANK YOU! 


